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Previous Corporate Projects



Business Strategy Marketing Finance

WEEK 1 :   Strategy 101 & Closed Case
Study the overall basic theories and skill sets about 
business strategy. Practice the logical process to get to 
the answer through Harvard business case problems.

WEEK 2, 3 :   Industry Case Analysis
Conduct in-depth analysis of the financial industry to solve 
the real industrial case from alumni in the financial field. 
Practice identifying problems, formulate viable strategies 
for the company and receive feedback from alumni.

WEEK 4, 5 :   Corporate Alliance Project
Conduct Corporate Alliance Project with a domestic 
manufacturing company to analyze the industry in depth 
and experience the actual problem-solving process.

The project will be proceeded in order of :
1. Business understanding and data collection
2. Data analyzation and problem identification
3. Strategy establishment and alumni feedback

WEEK 1 :   Marketing Strategy
Apply market analysis skills to understand a company, 
its competitors and customers. Plan marketing strategies 
that address the company’s expected target segment.

WEEK 2 :   Consumer Analysis & IMC Planning
Identify needs and consumption behaviors of consumers 
through marketing research. Further derive creative IMC 
strategies that can satisfy such consumer characteristics.

WEEK 3 :   Branding & IMC Planning
Suggest branding strategies through identifying and 
analyzing actual problems that companies are going 
through. Receive feedback from alumni.

WEEK 1 :   Finance 101 & Modeling Basics
Study the fundamental theories of finance and 
accounting, along with the basics of financial modeling.

WEEK 2 :   Comps Valuation
Learn how to conduct comps valuation. 
Analyze the company's financial statements, 
market activities and peer companies.

WEEK 3 :   DCF Valuation
Learn how to conduct DCF valuation. 
Analyze the company's financial statements, and derive 
the company’s future cash flow generation potential.

WEEK 4, 5 :   Corporate Alliance Project
Cooperate with companies, offering optimal 
strategies that reflect the clients’ needs 
and current market / company situations.

WEEK 4 , 5:   Final Project, Stock Pitch
Practice preparing a stock pitch, based on 
market research and valuation methods.
The objective of the final project is to understand how
a company is valued and compare the result to
the company’s market  indicative value.

The business strategy team presents 
market analysis and strategies based 
on key enterprises. Members develop 

strategic thinking skills through 
practices with business and

 industry analysis.

The marketing team strengthens creative 
and critical thinking skills through analyzing 

and establishing marketing strategies 
based on company cases. Members gain 
field experience by suggesting strategies 

through the corporate alliance project.

The finance team studies theories related 
to corporate finance and utilizes them 
to analyze a company's actual financial 

situation. The goal is to develop 
analytical skills based on understanding 

the overall economy and the market.
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